Walnut WOOD NATURA

Fronts:
Natural Veneered Wood
Veneered edges 1,5 mm.
Worktop:
Ferrostone White Plus

Image Code:

0204910G01D2010

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

Contemporary proposals for classical
environments: the walnut finish fronts
combined with aluminium bar handles proove
that noble woods can live in harmony with
the more innovative designs and materials

The work area is concentrated in two islands
which are the indisputable stars of this
kitchen. One of the islands is dedicated to
cooking and food preparation tasks and the
other to washing tasks. In both, the drawers
are equipped with a great variety of solutions
developed by Santos, that allow everything to
be nearby and in order.

A kitchen of great proportions in which there
is also a dining area. The intention has been
to give the kitchen a classical air without
losing any of its functionality. It is a place
where all the family can get together to share
a meal and much more. It is a well organized
kitchen but above all a kitchen for living.

We present a large sized kitchen in a
privileged environment. This project is an
ideal solution for a house with these
characteristics.

The tall units, all in white, could at first pass
unnoticed even with their 6m long front.
Behind the one piece sliding doors we
discover the stunning beauty and
functionality that is hidden in the interior. he
interior accessories of the tall units are very
important to get the most functionality out of
the units and increase their capacity. There
are many possibilities as you can choose
between: wooden grill shelves or wooden
grill shelves and wooden drawers, container
boxes, stainless steel baskets etc.
Two of the units are equipped with wooden
solid beech grill shelves, reversible with an
optional glass surface so as to store objects
with a small base. The other two, apart from
the wooden grill shelves, offer an additional
work area which includes plugs for small
appliances and a lighting system which
permit the use of small appliances without
the need to move them.
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Sink unit with waste bins in lower drawer

Sink unit with waste bins in upper drawer

Adapt the design to our needs.

In this case the upper drawer has been equipped with waste bins (two
17 litre bins + two small 8 litre bins) and various compartments for
cleaning utensils. The lower drawer is isolated and permits the storage
of food and other day-to-day objects used in the kitchen.

There have been many campaigns to make us aware of the importance
of separating waste at home so that we can then place it in the right
recycling bin. It is fundamental to place only the corresponding waste in
each bin if we want the recycling to be efficient.
To make this an easy task Santos has put a great deal of effort into
developing solutions that help us optimize spaces and contribute to
caring for our environment. The position of the bins depends on the size
and the location of the units and the electrical appliances.
The parts of the sink unit most likely to come into contact with water are
made of laminated marine board, a material that is highly resistant to
humidity.
In this case the upper drawer has been reserved for storing and
organising cleaning utensils. The lower drawer is equipped with waste
bins (4 bins that hold 17 litres each).
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The interior of the unit offers a high storage
area with wooden grill shelves.

The interior is equipped with wooden grill
shelves made of beech wood and storage
boxes with ventilation for keeping food fresh
for longer.

Coplanar sliding door system
The coplanar sliding door system allows
doors to open fully, providing greater visibility
and easier access to the interior of the unit.
Once they are closed, they line up perfectly,
helping to achieve an optimum aesthetic
appearance.

It also includes an additional work area
which includes plugs and a lighting system
that permits the use of small appliances
without the need to move them.
The lower area of the unit is completed with
wooden drawers which help keep things tidy
and enable the storage of food and other
objects that are used daily basis in the
kitchen.
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